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Transversely by a High-Speed Projectile 
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The effect of air drag on t he mot ion of a filament stru ck transversely is t reated theo
retically. The a ir drag is shown to produce curvature in the transverse wave formed by the 
impact, to increase t he speed of t he transverse-wave fron t, and to increase t he strain in the 
filament. The t heory is applied to th e case of a nylon yarn impacted transversely at 189 
m eters/ second. The calcu lated radius of curvature of t he yarn was 1.1 m eter, which agreed 
well with 1.2-mcter r adius obtained by experim ent. The calculated effects of air drag on 
t h e strain and distance traveled by t h e tran sverse-wave front 601 microseconds a fter impact 
Ivere small. 

When a long filament is subj ected to a high-velo c
ity transverse impact, strain waves and transverse 
waves are generated which travel outwards along the 
filament away from the point of impact.. According 
to theory [1- 6jl the velocities and strain distributions 
in these waves can be calculated provided that the 

The long itudinal velocity of the filamen t malerial, 
R'o, is giyen by 

W o- r-- - de _ _ 1 leo ~dT 
,1m 0 de 

(1) 

;J stress-strain curve of the filament under the impact 
conditions is known. R ccently [7- 9] the inverse 
problem has been considered for a textile yarn, i.e. , 
the calculation of the stress-strain curve if the veloc
ities or t he strain d istribution resulting from an 
impact are known. Unfortunately , the theory is 
incomplete [or t his practical application because it 
neglects the effect of air drag on the yarn. In this 
paper the theory of transverse impact is extended to 
include the effect o[ air drag, and the errors intro
duced by its neglect are estimated for a typical case. 

where m is t il e ma.ss per unit leng th or the 1I li strained 
filament, eo is t he strain , and Tis t il e tension required 
to produce a strain e. 

Th e tnwsverse-wave front velocity is 

(2) 

with respect to th e unstrained filament, l.e., with 
respect to a Lagrangian coordinate system. To is 
the tension in the fila.m ent resulting from the impact. 
These velocities are related to the impact velocity r 
by th e equation 1. Behavior of the Filament Neglecting Air 

Drag 

Since the effect of air drag on the mo t ion or the 
filament is treated as a pert urbat ion on the motion 
without air drag, the theory neglecting air drag is 
first reviewed . The impact produces longitudinal
strain waves that propagate outward in each direc
t ion from t be point of impact. These strain waves 
produce a strain eo in the filam ent . In the region 
between the strain-wave fronts , material of the fila
ment is set into motion longitudinally toward the 
point of impact with a velocity of Woo This material 
is taken up by a tent-shaped wave of transverse 
motion, as shown in figure l. The filament materi::d 
between the projectile and the transverse-wave fron t 
moves vertically with the velocity Vof the proj ectile, 
and the wave fron t travels in a longitudinal direction 
with velocity Uo. The section oJ filament between 
the proj ectile and transverse-wave fron t is a strl1.i ght 
line; the soli d and dotted lines in figure 1 show the 
filament at two different times after impact . 

An expression Cor the transverse-wave fron t 
velocity Uo in laboratory coordinates will now be 

PROJECTILE 

/ 
V I 

FIGURE 1. ConfiguTation and motion of a fi lament i mpacted 
I Figures in brackets indicate tbe li terature references at tbe end of thi s paper. transversely at velocity V, air drag n eglected. 
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derived. Suppose ink marks 1 cm ap fut are placed 
on the unstrained filament before the filament is 
impacted. After impact, the transverse-wave front 
velocit:v in cm /sec is AO with respect to the unstrained 
filament, so the transverse-wave front will pass AO 
ink marks per second. However, these marks are 
now (1 + eo) cn, apart since th e strain in advance 
of the transverse wave is eo. The transverse-wave 
front, therefore, traverses a distance Ao(l +eo) 
cm on the filament per second. Sin ce thc filament 
in advance of the transverse wave has a velocity TVo 
opposite to the direction of motion of the transverse
wave front , a stationar~" observer detects a trans
verse-wa ve front veloei ty of 

(4) 

The slope, >/;0, of the filamen t behind the transverse
wave front is seen from figure 1 to be given by 

tan >/;0= 17/Uo. 

Equations (1) to (4) describe the motion of the 
impacted filament in t he absence of air drag. These 
equations, however, must be modified sligh tly in 
certain cases. For instance, the above theory is 
based on th e assumption that the stress-strain curve 
is always concave downwards, whereas many stress
strain curves for textile yarns have concave upward 
portions. The modification required in this case 
has been discussed by Smith et al. [10] . At ver~
high impact velocities, part of the region of variable 
strain in the strain wave occurs in the wake of the 
transverse-wave front instead of in advance of it as 
assumed in the discussion above. The modifications 
required in this rarely occurring case [6] are not 
considered in this paper. 

2 . Effect of AirlDrag 

The force on the filament b etween the projectile 
and transverse-wave front due to air drag may be 
expressed as a component perpendicular and a 
component parallel to the filament. However, the 
force component parallel to the filament is small, so 
only the force component perpendicular to the 
filament will be considered. 2 

This force produces curvature in the section of 
filament between the pro jectile and transverse-wave 
front, thereby increasing the strain and tension in 
the filament . This increase in strain produces strain 
waves of small amplitude that are propagated past 
the transverse-wave front and along the filament. 
Since the velocities of these strain waves are usually 
much greater than the velocity of the transverse 
wave, th e strain, e, in the filament between the 
projectile and transverse wave is nearly uniform at 
any time, but varies with time. Thus th e Lagran
gian velocity of the transverse-wave front is given 
by 

A- I T - -y m(l + e) 

2 rl'hese force components are compared later in the paper. 

(5) 

where T is the tension in the filament. Since e and 
T vary with time, A also varies with time. 

In order to compute the length of the filament 
between the projectile and transverse-wave front, 
consider ink marks that have been placed 1 cm apart 
on the filament before impact. Tbe rate at which 
the transverse-w,tve front passes these ink marks 
is A em /so Therefore, the transverse-wave front will 

have passed it Aclt marks at a tim e t after impact. 

Since the yarn has strain e at time t, the distance 
between the marks will be (l +e) em . Therefore, 
the length of filament between the projectile anel 
transverse-wave :front is 

S = (l +e) rt Adt. 
.1 0 

(6) 

Note that beca use of the extra strain ca used by air 
drag, this length or filament is no longer t1, straight line 
but is curved. 

The velocity of the transvcrse-w:we front in lab
oratory coordin ates is given by A(I + e) - Wand 
varies with time. Therefore, the longitudinal dis
tance traveled by the transverse-wave front is 

(7) 

where th e velocity of th e materia l of the filament in 
advance of the transverse-wave front is given by 

H = := - de. r Ile ~dT 
, 1m 0 de 

(8) 

Equations (5) to (8) will bc used to calculate the 
distances S and X after e and T Hre gi ven as functions 
of time. 

3. Evaluation of Air Drag 

Let the strain e be expanded to give 

(9) 

The strain is assumed to vary onl:\~ a small amount 
from the strain eo that would occur without air drag, 
so a few terms of this series are expected to give a 
good approximation. For strains ncar eo, the 
tension may also be approxim ated by 

T = To + K(e-eo) (10) 

where K is the slope of the tension-strain curve of 
th e filament at eo. Therefore, the tension in the 
filament is 

(ll) 
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With this approximation for the tension , eq (8) 
becollles 

W ----r- - de+-~ - de _ 1 f eo ~dT 1 J e ~dT 
·V mode , ' m " 0 de 

= Wo + , 'K /m(e -eo). (12) 

Equations (9) and (11) arc now substituted in 
eqs (5), (6), (7), and (12) to express A, S, X , f\,nd W 
as series in t. Thus eq (5) becomes 

(13) 

1+1+ + + . .-eo ao 

where k = K / To. 
Dividing and taking the square root of the series 

:t yields 

A= AO ,I~~+ (lc+keo-l)~Aoalt +Ot2 
, 11 +eo+ao 2,11 + lcao (1 +eo+ao)3/2 

(14) 

where Ot2 represen ts term s of the second and higher 
powers of t. The following equations f\,re similarly 
derived: 

In order to solve for ao, aI, etc., f\, relationship must 
be found between Sand X. This relationship is 
derived by considering the configuration of the 
filament between the projectile and transverse-wave 
fron t . 

The configuration of the fil amen t exposed to air 
~ drag is shown in figure 2. Let s be the distance 

measured along the filament between the projectile 
and a segment ds of the filament. 

The air drag on the segm ent ds is composed of a 
frictional component due to the viscosity of the air' 
and a dynamic pressure component due to uneven 

FIG U RE 2. E.O·ect of air d1'ag on the shape of a filament im
pacted tmnsve1'sely at velocity V. 

~T (s +ds) 

FIG U RE 3. A segment ci H of the transverse wave pOl·tion of the 
impacted filam ent showing tensile j"oTces Tequired to balance 
the aiT drag . 

air press ure nrou nd Lhe dif),ll1eter of the yam. The 
iricLional component of the air dn"Lg is only a few 
percent of the dynamic pressure co mponent [11] and 
so will be neglected.3 By t he "cross-flow principle" 
[11] the dynttmic press ure compo nent of the ail" drf\,g 
is directed perpendic ularl~T to every point of Lbe 
filament. Figure 3 shows Lhe forces on a segmellL ds 
of t he filament . The equ ilibrium equatio ns for the 
horizontal and vertical force components of Lhe 
segm ent arc 

d(T cos f ) T. " , I , 0 
l -1/ sin '1' = 

GS 
and 

d(T sinf)+l" 0 
ds ! cos f = , 

where F is the force per uni t length on the fibment 
due to air drag. These conditions simplify to 

anel 

dT= O 
ds 

(17) 

(18) 

Equation (17) states that tbe tension l S constant 
along t he filament. 

The force due to air drag is proportional to the 
square of the velocit? of the segment, to cos2 cp where 
cp is the slope angle of the segm.ent, and to the length 
of the segment. Since the case of small air drag is 

3 If the slope of the filament is close to 900 , the prcssure component of the drag 
becomes small. 
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being considered, the velocity may b e approximated 
by the projectile velocity V and the slope <p by the 
slope CPo that the filament would have if no ail' drag 
were present. Therefore, the force on the element 
ds is 

(19) 

Since F and T are independent of s and therefore 
constant along t he yarn, eq (18) shows that the 
filament forms an arc of a circle of r adius T/ F. 
The angle sub tended by the arc S at the center of 
this circle is given by the length of the arc divided 
by the radius SF/ T, where S is th e length of the 
filament between t he proj ectile and transverse-wave 
front . The length of the corresponding chord of 
the circle is then (2 T / F) sin (SF/2 T ) and is also 
.vX2+ 2Vt2 by figure 2. Therefore, 

(2T/F) sin (SF /2T)=.vX2 + V 2t2. 

Since F is very small compared to T, t he sine may 
b e approximated by relatively few terms of its 
infinite series. Squaring bo th sides of tb e equation 
t hen gives 

(20) 

(neglecting terms higher than F2), which is the de
sired relationship between X and S to evaluate the 
coefficients ao, a , etc. 

Equations (15), (16), and (3) for S, X, and V arc 
~ubsti tuted in eq (20) to yield the following identity 
mt. 

Since this expression is zero for all values of t, the 
constant part and the coefficient of t must each be 
zero. Simplification o[ the constant part gives 

[ Kao 1-- 1-- ( (--
2m - ,K/mAo-..;l +co , l +co+ aQ\lI + kary 

+ Wo,lK/m ] ao + WoAo.vl +co [,/l +co 

,/ l + eo+ao~1-j-kaol = O . (22) 

By inspection ao= O. Therefore, by eq (9), the 
strain just after impact, when t is very small, is 
seen to be Co, which is the strain [or no air drag. 
This is reasonable since the length of filament in 
transverse motion just after impact is too short to 
be affected by air drag. 

Substituting ao= O in eq (21), calculating the 
coeffi cient of t and simplifying gives 

[(Ao(1 + co) - Wo) (Ao+ Ao(1 +co)k - 2.JK/m) 

- A5(1 +eo)(3 + k + kco) ]al= 0. (23) 

This equation gives aj = 0 since the coefficient does 
not vanish. 

Since ao and al are zero, the terms in higher powers 
of t must be evaluated in order to calculate the 
effect of air drag . Thus eqs (9) and (11) b ecome 

e= eO + a2t2 + a3t3+ ... 

(24) 

The quantities X and S in eqs (15) and (16) are 
recalculated to higher powers in t and substituted in 
eq (20) to give 

3 1--
i [(4Ao+ 2, K /m + kWo)(l +eo) 

+ W o(1- 2,IK /m /Ao) ]a2t2-12~3 F2AW +CO)4t2 

+~ [(6Ao+ 2,'K /m + kWo)(1+ eo) 

+ W o(l - 2,IK jm /Ao) ]a3t3+0t4= 0. 

Putting th e coefficient of t2 equal to zero yields 

az- (4Ao+ 2, 'Kjm + kWo) (1 +eo) + W o(l - 2,IK /m /Ao) 

(25) 

and putting the coefficien t of t3 equal to zero yields 

(26) 

Thus the strain in the filament is given by 

(27) 

Substituting this expression into eq (7) and inte
grating gives for the distance traveled by the trans
verse wave 

where a2 is given by eq (25). 

4. Comparison With Experiment 

This theory is compared with an impact stuely of a 
nylon yarn b.'- Smith et a1. [12] . Their multiflash 
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FIG L; RE 4. 111ulliJIash ph olograph of a high tenacily nylon yam struck by a projectile. 

photograph o r a high tenaci t~T nylon ~' fHn , impacted 28 r---~----'------'-----'----'------' 

t ransversely by a projectile wi t h it veloci ty of 189 
m /sec is shown in figure 4. The yarn is photo
graphed b efore impa.ct, 201 f..Lsec n ftC!" impact, and 
every 50 f..Lsec therea fter. Onl~- haH of the ~ ·H.m was 2 4 

photographed in order to show greater detail. Th e 
projectile is see n along the righ t-h and edge of the 
photograph . 

The curvature o r the yarn in th e tnl.l1svcrse wave 
due to air drag can be seen ill figu re 4. Th e radius 
of curvature of the yar n for Lh e first 10 exposures 
was measured iLnd found to be approxim ately 
constan t at 1.2 m .4 

The l inea r densi t~T of this nylon y arn is 92.7 tex or 
9.27 X 10- 5 kg/m . Its tension-str ain curve, m easured 
at a rate of strain of 4800 percent /sec b~- Smith et al. 
[9], is shown in figure 5. Using this curve, th e strain 
eo with ou t air drag was compu ted from eqs (1), (2), 
and (3). }ror the impact velocity 11= 189 m /sec, 
eo= 2.031 percen t. 

In or der to calculate the effect of air drag, th e drag 
coefficien t, F, is calcula ted using eq (19). Th e value 
of q in this equa tion is defined b~- H oern er [11] as 

(29) 

wh ere p is th e densi t:\· of air, d is the diam eter of the 

• After the first 10 exposures, the retlected strain W H Y(' interacts with the trans
verse wave and produces cun'nture in the yarn in ad dition to Lhe curvature 
prod ucccl by air drag [4]. 
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FIGU R E 5. T ension-strain wrve of high tenacity nylon yarn 
for a rate of straining of 4800 percent/ second. 



yarn, 0.7 mm, and OD is the dimensionless drag co
efficient. OD is a slowly varying function of t he 
Reynolds number of the flow. For the case con
sidered, the Reynolds number is 8.8X I03 and the 
corresponding drag coefficient, OD, for a cylinder is 
1.10. However, the structure of a yarn affects th e 
drag coefficient. Hoerner [11] results yield an 
average drag coefficient of 1.09 at a R eynolds number 
of 104 for two metal cables that have a structure 
similar to a textile yarn. Since the drag coefficien t 
of a cylinder is 1.19 for a R eynolds number of 10\ 
the drag coefficient of the yarn is given by 

Byeqs (29) and (19) the force acting on the yarn 
is F= 11.45 newtons/m. The radius of curvature of 
the yarn, T/F, is calculated to be 1.1 m in good agree
ment with the experimental value of 1.2 m. 

Byeqs (25), (27), and (28) the strain, e, and dis
tance, X, transversed by the transverse wave may 
be calculated. For 501 !-Lsec after impact, the strain 
is 2 .12 percent and the distance, X, traveled by the 
transverse-wave front is 19.07 cm , compared with a 
strain of 2.03 percent and an X of 19.05 cm, calcu
lated by neglecting air drag. Thus the effect of air 
drag on the strain in the yarn and the distance 
traveled by the transverse wave is small for these 
conditions, although it produces noticeable curvature 
in the yarn. 

The effect of air drag increases slowly with the 
velocity of impact . For example, an impact of 
300 m /sec on the same yarn produces a strain of 
4.44 percent and a distance X of 24.24 cm without 
air drag, and for air drag a strain of 4.54 percent and 
distance X of 24 .38 cm at 501 !-Lsec after the impact. 
Thus t he effect of air drag is small for the examples 
considered. 
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